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OUR LATEST POSTS



Street vendors, vetkoeks and Cokes: ‘The food tastes good and is cheap’

News and analysis

Sipokazi Fokazi -  March 20, 2024 
About one in five teens in South Africa are overweight or have obesity, with eating unhealthy foods being a big part of the problem. But changing policies to make cities healthier can help school kids eat better — and set them up for a healthier future. Cape Town is part of a project to do this.





Why 32 000 SAns could die if we don’t switch to greener power earlier

Climate change

Zano Kunene -  March 19, 2024 
South Africa needs to produce more electricity to end loadshedding. But at the same time we also need to move away from coal-fired power to fight global warming. In this tug-of-war, people who live close to power stations will keep falling ill from breathing in dirty air.





Wake up: Sleeplessness is a public health crisis

Articles

Linda Pretorius -  March 15, 2024 
When you’re not feeling rested and refreshed after a night’s sleep, your thinking is fuzzy, your reaction time drops and you feel sluggish at work. But more and more research shows that sleeping poorly is a big public health worry. Today, on World Sleep Day, two experts explain why.





The psychology of climate anxiety

Climate change

Tanya Pampalone -  March 13, 2024 
Anxiety, guilt and anger. That’s how young people in 10 countries felt when asked how they feel about climate change. For South Africans violence, unemployment and HIV were bigger concerns but, as natural disasters increase so will the mental health problems they cause. Tanya Pampalone’s newsletter on the link between climate change and health launches today. Sign up for helpful news, resources and research.





[VIDEO] Here’s how e-cigarettes turn juice into clouds

Articles

Yolanda Mdzeke, Thatego Mashabela and Mohale Moloi -  March 12, 2024 
When e-cigarettes were first tested by cigarette smokers, there were complaints about them being too smooth. So propylene glycol was added to give users that harsh hit at the back of the throat they were used to. A lung doctor explains why the clouds of smoke that accompany vapes aren’t clean steam, but chemicals.





[VIDEO] How to start your next HPV test at home

Articles

Mohale Moloi and Yolanda Mdzeke -  March 8, 2024 
Cervical cancer affects almost 11 000 women a year in South Africa, leading to about 5 000 deaths. It starts with an infection by the human papillomavirus (HPV). If the infection is caught early enough, it can be treated to prevent cancer from developing in the first place. Doing a self-test for an HPV infection can help. Here’s how it works.
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